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Need an analysis? There’s a tool for that. 





usegalaxy.org 



Getting your own Galaxy 

Local install 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Admin/Get%20Galaxy 

Galaxy on the Cloud 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/CloudMan/ 



Researchers

`

100sGB 

100+ 



usecloudman.org 



When to use the cloud? 

•  Don’t have informatics expertise or the infrastructure to 
run and maintain  

•  Have variable or particular resource needs 

•  Cannot upload data to a shared resource 

•  Need for customization 

•  Have oscillating data volume 

•  Want to test or share a tool, quickly & safely 

•  Want to make your analysis readily available to others 

•  Want fast access to AWS public datasets 



How to use the cloud? 

1.  Get an account on the supported cloud 

2.  Start a master instance via the cloud web 
console or CloudLaunch  

3.  Use CloudMan’s web interface on the master 
instance to manage the platform 

4.  Use or customize Galaxy 



Workshop plan 

•  Launch an instance 

•  Demonstrate the following CloudMan 

features  and prepare for the data 
analysis part: 

•  Auto-scaling 

•  Using an S3 bucket as a data source 

•  Accessing an instance over ssh 

•  Customizing an instance 

•  Controlling Galaxy 

•  Sharing-an-instance 
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YOUR TURN 



Internet	  connec)on	  

	  

SSID:	  conferences	  

Password:	  uio202aar	  

	  



Launch an instance 
1.  Visit usegalaxy.org/cloudlaunch 

2.  Enter the provided access key and secret key 
 
Available from http://bit.ly/gcw2013 

3.  Choose New cluster 

4.  Set any name as the cluster name 

5.  Set any password 

6.  Choose CloudManKP1 

7.  Choose Large instance type 

8.  Launch your instance 
 
Wait for the instance to start (~2-3 minutes) 

For more details, see 
wiki. galaxyproject.org/CloudMan 



Configure Your Cluster 



Manage Your Cluster 



Scaling  
computation 

 

YES

 

YES

 

NO



Use your own Galaxy 
instance 
    - Register as a new user 

    - Become Admin user 
    - Use or customize 



Workshop plan 

•  Launch an instance ✓ 

•  Demonstrate the following CloudMan  

features  and prepare for the data 
analysis part: 

•  Auto-scaling 

•  Using an S3 bucket as a data source 

•  Accessing an instance over ssh 

•  Customizing an instance 

•  Controlling Galaxy 

•  Sharing-an-instance 
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Auto-scaling 



Auto-scaling in action 

Computation time: 9 hrs 

Fixed cluster size 

5 nodes 
Computation cost: $20 

20 nodes 
Computation cost: $50 

Computation time: 6 hrs 

1 to 16 
nodes 

Computation time: 6 hrs 

Dynamic cluster size 

Computation cost: $20 



Using an S3 bucket as a data source 



Accessing an instance over ssh 

 

Install Secure Shell from Chrome 

 

SSH using user ubuntu and the password you chose when 

launching an instance 



Once logged in 
 

•  You have full system access to your instance, 
including sudo; use it as any other system 

•  galaxy user exists on the system and should be 
used when manipulating Galaxy (sudo su galaxy) 

•  Can submit any jobs via the standard qsub 
command 



Customizing an instance 

•   Edit Galaxy’s configuration 

$ sudo su galaxy 

$ cd /mnt/galaxy/galaxy-app 

$ vi universe_wsgi.ini 

allow_library_path_paste = True 

 



Controlling Galaxy 

•  Start/stop Galaxy application 

•  Add an admin user 

•  Use the email you registered with 



S3 bucket as a data library 

•  Within Galaxy, create a Data Library, using S3 bucket path 
as the data source (/mnt/workshop-data) 

•  This will import all the datasets into the Data Library 

•  Import that dataset into a history 



Sharing-an-Instance 

•  Share the entire Galaxy CloudMan platform 

•  Includes all of user data and even  the 
customizations 

•  Publish a self-contained  
analysis 

•  Make a note of the  
share-string and send 
it to your neighbor 



CloudMan Features 
•  Start/launch/control through a web browser  
•  API (via BioBlend library) 
•  Choose between multiple cluster types 
•  Terminate and recreate or restart 
•  Scale the size of the compute cluster 

•  Auto-scale 
•  Support for AWS Spot instances 
•  Expand the file system 
•  Customize (via CLI or the Tool Shed): tools, data, 

references 
•  Share-an-instance (customized one too) 
•  Mount an S3 bucket -> data library 
•  Access via ssh 
•  Control the Galaxy process 
•  Deploy on your cloud (automated via CloudBioLinux) 



Management 

Console

Application(s)

(eg, Galaxy)

1°
2°

3°

6°, 8°

9°

Persistent 

data 

repository

Start CloudMan

Setup services

5°

4°

7°

10°

CM-w

CM-w

CM-w

...

FS 2 FS ...

Instance block storage

Contextualize 

image

CloudMan MI

CloudMan MI

...

CloudMan MI

CloudMan machine image

11°

S3/Swift

CloudMan instance

Snap2 Snap..

/mnt/galaxy[Indices] 

/mnt/cm/paster.log 
cm-<hash> 

/usr/bin/ec2autorun.log 

/tmp/cm/cm_boot.log 

Troubleshooting 

1° 

2° 

3° 



Running Galaxy CloudMan 
on your own cloud 

A brief overview 



Supported clouds 

•  Amazon Web Services 

•  OpenStack 

•  Eucalyptus 

•  OpenNebula 





Building 
•  Leverage CloudBioLinux build framework 

•  Developed GVL flavor 

•  Base Galaxy image 

•  Full CloudBioLinux image 

•  There are also more specific flavors available 

•  cloudman 

github.com/afgane/gvl_flavor 



Deploying 

•  Integrated with BioCloudCentral.org 

•  Use the public one, deploy your own or run locally 

•  Supports multiple clouds 

•  NeCTAR cloud 

•  AWS Sydney 



Contribute 

(start with documentation) 
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